CONCRETE SIDEWALK, TYP. (9/C291)
ASPHALT PAVEMENT, TYP. (6/C291)
EXTRUDED CURB, TYP. (2/C291)
SITE STAIRS, TYP. (17/C292)
HANDICAP SIGN, TYP. (14/C292)
HANDICAP SYMBOL, TYP. (13/C292)
WHEEL STOP, TYP. (12/C291)
REFERENCE PROJECT SPEC. TO MATCH EXISTING FENCE, PROPOSED 10 FT WIDE GATE
REFERENCE PROJECT SPEC. TO MATCH EXISTING FENCE, PROPOSED 5 FT WIDE GATE
REFERENCE PROJECT SPEC. TO MATCH EXISTING, REQUIRED AND REPLACE REMOVE EXIST. FENCE AS
PROJECT SPEC. 323113 TO MATCH EXISTING, REF. REQUIRED AND REPLACE REMOVE EXIST. FENCE AS
Foul Pole
OUTLET STRUCTURE